S = small bead
L = large bead

___ S light blue bead
___ tied
___ S light green bead
___ L green glitter bead
___ L navy blue bead
___ though 1A from inside
___ short pink straw
___ L pink bead
___ toothpick
___ S turquoise bead
___ through 2A
___ long blue striped straw
___ through 1B
___ long yellow straw
___ ___ short green striped straw
___ through 2B
___ S white bead
___ L red straw
___ through 3A
___ L navy blue bead
___ back through 3A
___ long green striped straw
___ through 3B
___ through yellow straw (already present)
___ ___ from 2B to 1B
___ L maroon bead
___ tied